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Economics, Valuation and Modelling group

Recognised specialists providing you with actionable insights, advice and opinions
to enable better executive decision making.
Using advanced modelling technique and
tools to:

Providing economic insight and thought
leadership for:

•• Integrate multiple datasets

•• Social change and impact of
globalisation

•• Build insightful relationships between
historical outcomes and economic and
social change predictions

•• Regulatory developments and
challenges

Strategy &
Transformations
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•• Impact of behavioural biases on
consumer demand and supply
(“Behavioural Economics”)
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•• Visualise data and forecasting outcomes

Re v i e w

Putting a financial analyst lens on:

Transactions

Regulatory &
Competition

•• Investment decisions
•• Management and board governance
requirements

Teaming with strategists to:
•• Provide analytical support for
shareholder return propositions

Valuation

•• Merger and JV implementation

Our economic insight and use of advanced modelling technique and tools underpin robust value advice for decision making.
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Market offerings

We have a plethora of opinion and advisory based services.

nce
Complia
d
Motivate

Audit
Support

Opinion & Compliance Valuation

Strategy
Motivate
d

Strategic
Valuation

Financial
Reporting
Valuation

Corporate
Development
Services

Services for regulatory & compliance
purposes.
Valuation opinions are generally
required and driven by an external
need to have services provided

Portfolio
Valuation
Services

Capital
Efficiency

Market Offerings

Financial
Modelling
Tax Valuation

Model
Assurance

Contentious
Valuation

Risk
Motivated
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Fairness
Opinions

Valuation & Modelling Advisory
Advise clients in achieving their
strategic objectives.
Often requires putting a financial lens
on transactional or strategic decisions
and ranges from governance-based
advisory to strategic
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Global footprint

We are supported by, and can leverage the market experience of, 250,000
professionals across 150+ countries and 675 offices.
Valuation and Modelling Services

•• 52 member firms

•• More than 200 Partners

•• 120 countries

•• More than 1,500 practitioners
64 Partners*
More than 330
practitioners

113 Partners*
More than 920
practitioners

Americas
7 member firms
28 countries

EMEA
26 member firms
69 countries

32 Partners*
More than 220
practitioners

Asia Pacific
11 member firms
23 countries
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Portfolio Valuation
Services
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Addressing your needs

Valuations are often related to regulatory rules and audit demands, as well as
investor pressure for improved reporting and a desire to promote more effective risk
management.
Typical valuation requests that we respond to include:
••Supporting investor disclosures
••Valuing illiquid assets (financial products, private equity, infrastructure and large relative holdings in listed companies)
••Providing detailed credit/portfolio analyses
••Validating process reviews/model operations
••Benchmarking returns
••Validating accuracy of third party manager reports
••Assisting with modelling and assessing LP fee agreements
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Robust, transparent and replicable valuations

We provide a range of valuation services including independent analyses and reviewing
internal valuations to assess marks and methodology.

Our deliverables are designed to meet financial reporting, regulatory, and risk management needs. Our work includes:
••Valuations and strategic analysis to inform management planning and portfolio transactions
••Marks are trade-based or derived through market standard comparable analysis
••Allocation of equity across complex capital structures, including various classes of equity using forward looking valuation approaches
••Impairment determinations are sensitivity based reflecting various macro economic scenarios at the national and local level
••Detailed credit analytics, ranging from tear sheets to in-depth analyses and valuation studies, cover the spectrum of sectors and
financial instruments
••Model and risk assessment process validation inform security and portfolio level assessments
••Benchmarking for (1) historical and projected real asset returns used for regulatory filings and (2) evaluation of fund manager
performance and/or selection
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Valuation challenges

We help address the challenges of valuing thinly-traded debt and assessing portfolio
risk. Our process is quantitative, analytical, transparent and replicable.
Data Availability and Liquidity

Comparable Metrics

Structural Complexity

Legal, Regulatory & Accounting

Portfolio Benchmarks
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•• Public vs. private transactions
•• Complex asset classes and sectors
•• Depth of market, issue size, bid/ask spread, investor type

•• The right comparable(s) to derive valuation
•• Statistical relevance and robustness of the comp data set
•• Data selection consistent with market practices and academic theory

•• Esoteric and opaque structures
•• Applicable legal, tax, and regulatory regimes
•• Quantifying counterparty risk exposure

•• Foreign and domestic legal rights
•• Global regulatory regimes
•• Domestic and international accounting statutes

•• Index and fund selection for portfolio assessments
•• Availability (i.e. fixed income vs. equities)
•• Statistical relevance
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Asset coverage

We span the entire spectrum of financial products and sectors, leveraging our market
experience to address the valuation of any asset.

Fixed
income

Equity
products

Bank
debt

Swaps &
derivatives

Corporate Bonds

Common/
Preferred

Term Loans

Interest Rate
Products

Public Finance

Warrants/Rights/
Stock Options

Asset-Based

Foreign Exchange

Asset-Based

Convertibles

Non Recourse

CDS

Bespoke

L.P./G.P. Interests

Leveraged

Options
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Areas of focus
Performing and Non-performing Loans
•• The Portfolio Valuations Services (‘PVS’) group works closely with Portfolio Lead
Advisory Services (‘PLAS’)
•• PLAS has advised on loan portfolio transactions and completed deleveraging
projects covering over $500bn of assets (performing and non performing)
across all major European countries and all major asset types
•• PVS can value and advise on all asset types, including single name special
situation cases, granular loan portfolios and equity stakes. We have worked
on valuation and asset recovery projects across EMEA

Private equity and Infrastructure
•• We have provided annual valuation support to infrastructure investors that
hold equity stakes in several regional water companies. Our work included
analysis of the underlying valuation assumptions and identification of key risks,
as well as cross-checking our valuation conclusion using a market approach and
bridge between previous valuations
•• With a broad portfolio of gas distribution audit clients, we provide interim and
annual support to our audit teams with regard to impairment testing. We work
closely with the audit team in assessing and analysing underlying assumptions
to our clients’ business plans, identifying and discussing key risks
•• We have valued numerous renewable assets for different purposes and
provide audit support to others. We have also provided financial advisory in
relation to a number of ground-mounted solar, rooftop solar and wind assets

Real Estate
•• PVS can value real estate backed loans and securities with our Deloitte
Real Estate (‘DRE’) team. DRE has 300 plus real estate professionals across
the UK. The team provides valuation advice, opinions, assurance and
advocacy/ negotiation services across the full spectrum of property types
and geographies. It is a differentiated service offering to ‘traditional’ valuation
houses and unique amongst the ‘Big Four’
•• In 2015, DRE supported on the sale of a CRE loan portfolio (Project Churchill)
consisting of more than 1,000 properties
•• In 2014, DRE provided real estate valuation support relating
to numerous Asset Quality Reviews reporting to the ECB
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Securitisation and Asset Backed Securities
•• We use our structured finance and whole loan experience to offer independent
analysis and valuation of securitisations (private or public). We have benefitted
from a unique insight on market best practice and can utilise that for
determining informed valuations on ABS and loan portfolios
•• Our Pricing Centre, a team of specialists focused on valuing a wide range of
financial assets, have the tools and expertise to tackle large scale, data heavy
valuation projects across all asset classes
•• Previous projects have included the valuation, review and surveillance of a
wide range of portfolios across various asset classes and geographies and for
various clients (e.g. bank treasuries, i-banks, pension funds, private equity)
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Team and relevant subject matter experts
Andrew Robinson
Head of Valuations, EMEA
Direct: +44 20 7007 2769
Email: anrobinson@deloitte.co.uk
•• Lead valuation partner for numerous alternative asset
managers covering private equity and infrastructure
•• Led the valuation of performing and non- performing
loan portfolios
•• Advisor to a large sovereign wealth fund on policies
of and procedures for extensive range of asset classes

David Edmonds
Global Head, Portfolio Lead Advisory
Services
Direct: +44 20 7303 2935
Email: dedmonds@deloitte.co.uk
•• Lead advisor in the sale and acquisition of debt portfolios
in virtually all regions of the world
•• Participated in hundreds of portfolio transactions across
the full range of debt classes, from corporate/commercial
loans to consumer secured and unsecured debt

Jonathan Daniel
Portfolio Valuation Services, UK
Direct: +44 20 7007 6652
Email: jondaniel@deloitte.co.uk
•• Advised on loan portfolio valuations covering banks in
Iceland, Nigeria, Slovenia, Ukraine and Zambia reporting
to central banks and/or Ministry of Finance
•• Fair value analysis on debt and equity used to fund Irish
NPL portfolios
•• Fair value analysis on a target’s residential mortgage
portfolio and the funding liabilities

James Brighton
Banking & Capital Markets, UK
Direct: +44 020 7303 6333
Email: jambrighton@Deloitte.co.uk

George Psarianos
Portfolio Valuation Services, US
Mobile: +1-732-771-3319
Email: gpsarianos@deloitte.com
•• Periodic/repeat valuation work for a number of US private
equity funds
•• Led a ‘deep dive’ valuation analysis for a €3.5bn municipal
pension scheme
•• Advice to a $90bn University investment team regarding
policies and procedures, valuations and fair value analysis

Philip Parnell
Head of Deloitte UK Real Estate
Valuations
Direct: +44 20 7303 3898
Email: pparnell@deloitte.co.uk

•• In charge of a team that provides structure advise and
model services to over 70% of the Public Securitisations
in the last 24 months

•• Valuation support of underlying real estate collateral
within loan portfolio valuations and transactions in the
UK and across Europe

•• Led numerous assignments regarding loan portfolio
management, analytics and indicative pricing for UK and
European FI’s, to support decisions around sales and
funding strategy

•• Recurring valuation advice to, eg. Bank of England, Tate
and Gatwick Airport
•• Buy-side valuation due diligence on behalf of Family Office
investors into Central London
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Appendices
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Case studies: Portfolio valuation services
1
US Private Equity
Fund – Portfolio
Valuation Services

Client Issue
The client is one of the most experienced distressed debt investors globally in terms of investments made since the start of the global financial crisis.
The client has made significant investments in Ireland and Europe in general. The client asked for valuation advice regarding three SPV’s, each incorporated
to invest c€2.3bn into non-performing real estate loans (in aggregate) secured on property in Ireland. The funding to purchase these loans was obtained
from third party debt and equity funding. As part of their conversion to IFRS, the client was required to fair value these liabilities.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was mandated to provide accounting, tax and valuation advice. From an IFRS transition advice perspective, we prepared template IFRS financial
statements for the period ended 31 December 2015 and 2016 and we provided a valuation of the SPV Liabilities for financial reporting purposes at three
valuation dates.
Specific Action Steps and Objectives Achieved
•• Prepared a waterfall model for allocating the realized cash flow (from the acquired real estate loans) to each debt tranche and equity structure taking
account of the contractual repayment terms in the credit agreements.
•• Using the client’s cash flows, we calculated the total amount of cash to be allocated to each of the notes; senior loan, subordinated debt and the equity
tranche.
•• Based on our industry knowledge of the Irish NPL market we identified the unlevered and levered returns on a typical portfolio, based on recent trade
activity and discussions with clients in the industry.
•• To help develop a reasonable discount rate, we analysed recent Irish NPL deals that have been securitised and that were considered comparable.
•• The securitisation deals were originated towards the end of 2016 and 2017 and we analysed spread movements between the origination date and the
valuation date. We considered the need to make an adjustment for Euribor but given the negative rates and the zero capping in the loan agreement,
no adjustment was made.
•• As a result of our knowledge of other transactions in the Irish NPL market, the comparable Irish NPL securitisation structures and client market data we
were able to identify a weighted average discount rate for each tranche and undertook a fair valuation of each financial liability at each of the valuation dates.
•• In order to corroborate our fair value calculations, we aggregated the fair value of the liabilities and the fair value of the assets and identified a variance,
which we considered to be acceptable.
•• Our approach and valuations were presented to the client and its auditors.
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2
Scandinavian retail
bank – Portfolio
Valuation Services

Client Issue
Client is the largest bank in Scandinavia and one of the largest in Europe. The bank’s Baltic operations were deemed to be non-core to their central strategy
and suffered from a lack of scale and delivering lower returns when compared to the local market’s two leading banks. One of its peers in the market was in a
similar position and after several failed sale attempts it was agreed to merge their operations and create a new standalone retail bank.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was retained by the client to provide several valuations for taxation, financial reporting and regulatory purposes in relation to the value of the client’s
share in the new bank. We also assisted with fair valuing several billion Euros of loan portfolios that were not being transferred to the new bank.
Specific Action Steps and Objectives Achieved
•• We worked alongside the client to build their business plans and forecasts which formed the basis of our discounted earnings valuation. This included
benchmarking the future return on assets post merger and assessing the validity of key assumptions supporting future growth and the improved return
on equity.
•• Our work included working with the Bank’s appointed investment bank to ensure that the conclusions of our work did not have any adverse implications
on the overall merger.
•• Given the dynamic nature of the bank’s key metrics, we worked with the client to develop sensitivities around several key assumptions to determine
a range of values of the new bank.
•• We reviewed the client’s core equity tier one capital ratios and their allocation to individuals entities for reasonableness.
•• Derived different cost of equities for different parts of the bank and different countries.
•• Our work included producing 15 valuation reports for the taxation authorities, auditors and regulators. The reports set out a robust analysis of the market,
our valuation approach and conclusions and benchmarks to transactions and listed banks through price earning ratios and P/BV multiples.
•• In addition to the above valuation approaches we presented various sensitivities based on different assumptions and presented our valuation to the client.
•• The new group will be the third largest financial services provider in the Baltic banking market with a market share of 16% in deposits and 23% in lending.
The new group will comprise over 1.2mn customers across the three markets. The operations will have approximately 3,000 employees and approximately
€15bn in assets. Total gross lending will amount to approximately €12bn including both consumer and corporate lending and deposits will total €9bn.
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Client Issue
Client requires objective, third-party valuations on a regular basis to meet financial reporting and shareholder requirements.

3
Alternative
Investment
Manager –
Portfolio Valuation
Services

Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte performs quarterly valuation services for the client’s portfolio of private equity and commercial real estate investments. Our analyses are
performed for various debt and equity instruments, and the real estate valuations are performed for property types (i.e. office, retail, multi-family,
hotels, land, apartments, development assets, etc.).
Specific Objectives Achieved
•• Assisted the client with meeting its reporting requirements on time.
•• Provided observations and feedback on the client’s valuation approach and analysis.
•• Support the client throughout its annual audit process, interacting with the external auditors.
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4
Global Financial
Services Company –
Valuation Policy and
Process Assessment

Client Issue
A global bank requested an analysis of valuation policies and procedures related to real estate valuation and appraisal as a part of the Company’s efforts to
continue refining their valuation and appraisal review approach. The client chose Deloitte to perform an analysis of the existing function and oversight of the
valuation process.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte performed an analysis of the existing valuation policies, procedures and practices against leading industry practices and peers. As a part of this
process, we interviewed internal stakeholders that were the end-users of the third-party appraisals. Our procedures also included providing observations
and recommendations related to the above items and the creation of a policy framework with regard to the valuation processes.
Specific Objectives Achieved
•• We interviewed various internal stakeholders with an interest in the valuation and appraisal process.
•• Provided guidance with respect to valuation and appraisal procedures for when the purpose was valuing the collateral for a loan, as well as for when
the valuation was to be used for financial reporting purposes triggered by foreclosure of the collateral.
•• The issues and observations noted as part of our work assisted the client in developing a document for real estate valuation policies and procedures.
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Client Issue
The investment office of a large university system requested ongoing valuation consulting related to its £100bn billion investment portfolio.

5
Large Municipal
Pension System –
Portfolio Valuation
Services

Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was retained for an original engagement which occurred in three work streams: (1) assisting the University with the development of its valuation
policies and procedures, (2) performing independent valuations on a sample of the portfolio investments, and (3) performing a roll forward of the fair value
of the net asset values of underlying investments using industry and market benchmarking.
Since then, the University has engaged Deloitte to continue consulting on the work streams above, in addition to other valuation, compliance and investment
due-diligence needs.
Objectives Achieved
•• Engaged in discussions for continual feedback on the University’s valuation policies and procedures.
•• Engaged in and documented discussions with fund managers that the University has an investment in to fully understand the valuation methodology,
derivation of inputs, and valuation review processes.
•• Provided objective valuation analyses on the sampled investments. Effectively communicated our approach and inputs for each “deep dive” analysis
so the University understood the nuances.
•• Consulted accounting and industry guidance related to valuation standards.
•• Supported the University through its valuation process, including participation in meetings of the valuation committee and the University’s auditors
to discuss hard to value investments.
•• Provided a credit quality analysis using market data for the University related to vendor relationships.
•• Assisted the University with developing investment memorandums for new investments.
•• Provided feedback and observations to the University’s valuation committee regarding the valuation practices of an investment manager they were
considering making an investment in.
•• Thoroughly documented and summarized key attributes of audited financial statements of funds the University has an investment in to provide to the
University’s auditors.
•• Coordinated format and data quality with a third-party engaged by the University to house private equity data to be used in the roll forward analyses.
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6
Global insurance
and investment
management
firm – Portfolio
Valuation Services

Client Issue
Client was the U.S. subsidiary of a Canadian based global insurance and asset management firm that manages several 40-Act registered funds. The valuation
of the funds’ investments are handled by the securities valuation group (SVG) at the client. In relation to privately held securities, debt and equity, the SVG
required objective, third-party valuations on a regular basis to meet financial reporting and shareholder requirements. The SVG also sought to build in-house
capabilities and valuation models for this process. They looked for assistance with testing the valuation methods and models, as well as knowledge transfer
around industry practices for valuing illiquid and privately held securities.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was retained by the client to provide on-going portfolio valuation services for its portfolio of privately held and illiquid assets. Our analyses involved
assessing the methodology and inputs used in SVG’s initial analyses, discussing areas for improvement, and performing objective estimates of value.
The services included various types of securities including common and preferred equity holdings in private companies, thinly traded perpetual preferred
stock, and thinly traded or privately held debt instruments. Deloitte also provides consultancy and advisory on specific valuation issues on an ad-hoc basis.
The overall project is an ongoing multi-year engagement.
Specific Action Steps and Objectives Achieved
•• Performed a deep dive analysis on various investment’s valuations and provided observations and feedback on the client’s valuation approach and analysis.
•• Interviewed and held discussions with the client and sub-advisors around the portfolio companies in question, as well as performing objective research
on the companies and analysis of their financials as available.
•• Assisted the client in building valuation models and analyzing whether the models were in compliance with the funds’ valuation policies and procedures.
•• Supported the client through its valuation process, including participation in meetings of the valuation committee to discuss hard to value investments.
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7
Employee CoInvestment Plan of
Large Multinational
Bank – Advisory
on Strategic
Alternatives

Client Issue
The client was an employee co-investment plan that was structured as a finite-lived fund of funds, with investments in several blue-chip private equity funds
across vintage years, though focused mainly on buyout funds. The plan was nearing the end of its life and the steering committee was exploring strategic
alternatives in the current late stage of the plan’s funds in order to fulfill its fiduciary obligation towards the investors (mainly employees and ex-employees
of the bank) and limit/eliminate tail exposure from the plan.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was retained for the engagement which had three possible phases : (1) Design a strategic decision making framework to determine whether the plan
should be held, managed, and wound down; sold in whole or in components or managed and sold at a later date; (2) If a decision involving a sale is reached,
advise the client in selecting the appropriate team to execute the sale ; (3) Assist client with the oversight of the sale process to assist Client confirm that
the sale is being conducted in accordance with proper governance protocols. Scope required Deloitte to interact frequently with multiple stakeholders and
external service providers including the plan’s investment committee; plan’s advisors and consultants; and GPs of several of the underlying funds. Phase (1)
included analysis and analysis of several aspects including financial modelling, research on secondaries market, regulatory and compliance requirements
(particularly in light of possible impacts of the Volcker rule on the plan), as well as tax/legal structures and related costs. Phase (2) and (3) were not required at
the time as client decided to keep the plan running for an extended time, with the decision being based to a large degree on the results of our financial analysis
and feedback.
Specific Action Steps and Objectives Achieved
•• Requested and gathered data on the various fund investments held the plan including data on historical performance, patterns of capital calls and
distributions.
•• Held discussions (telephonic and in-person) with GPs of funds to gain insight into the funds’ underlying portfolio including GPs outlook on various portfolio
investments, expected harvesting strategy and plan for distribution of gains and capital to investors (including the plan).
•• Gained a deep understanding of the funds that the plan was invested in, in some cases at the portfolio companies’ level, and performed a roll-forward
analysis to estimate NAVs at year-end for funds where data was not directly available.
•• Forecasted future cash flow/distributions from the funds, projecting growth in NAV and pattern of distributions, and, in some cases, growth in and realization
of value for individual portfolio companies.
•• Researched the secondaries market and analyzed against quality of funds held by the plan to estimate potential discounts to NAV that may be applicable in
an exit in the secondaries market.
•• Performed a financial analysis to estimate net present value to the plan from holding investments for different periods of time, i.e. hold for 1 additional year
and then sell, hold for 2 more years and then sell, etc. up to the required extension period for the plan.
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8
Employee CoInvestment Plan of
Large Multinational
Bank – Advisory
on Strategic
Alternatives

Client Issue
The client was an employee co-investment plan that was structured as a finite-lived fund of funds, with investments in several blue-chip private equity funds
across vintage years, though focused mainly on buyout funds. The plan was nearing the end of its life and the steering committee was exploring strategic
alternatives in the current late stage of the plan’s funds in order to fulfill its fiduciary obligation towards the investors (mainly employees and ex-employees
of the bank) and limit/eliminate tail exposure from the plan.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was retained for the engagement which had three possible phases : (1) Design a strategic decision making framework to determine whether the plan
should be held, managed, and wound down; sold in whole or in components or managed and sold at a later date ; (2) If a decision involving a sale is reached,
advise the client in selecting the appropriate team to execute the sale ; (3) Assist client with the oversight of the sale process to assist Client confirm that
the sale is being conducted in accordance with proper governance protocols. Scope required Deloitte to interact frequently with multiple stakeholders and
external service providers including the plan’s investment committee; plan’s advisors and consultants; and GPs of several of the underlying funds. Phase (1)
included analysis and analysis of several aspects including financial modelling, research on secondaries market, regulatory and compliance requirements
(particularly in light of possible impacts of the Volcker rule on the plan), as well as tax/legal structures and related costs. Phase (2) and (3) were not required at
the time as client decided to keep the plan running for an extended time, with the decision being based to a large degree on the results of our financial analysis
and feedback.
Specific Action Steps and Objectives Achieved
•• Requested and gathered data on the various fund investments held in the plan including data on historical performance, patterns of capital calls and
distributions.
•• Held discussions (telephonic and in-person) with GPs of funds to gain insight into the funds’ underlying portfolio including GPs outlook on various portfolio
investments, expected harvesting strategy and plan for distribution of gains and capital to investors (including the plan).
•• Gained a deep understanding of the funds that the plan was invested in, in some cases at the portfolio companies’ level, and performed a roll-forward
analysis to estimate NAVs at year-end for funds where data was not directly available.
•• Forecasted future cash flow/distributions from the funds, projecting growth in NAV and pattern of distributions, and, in some cases, growth in and realization
of value for individual portfolio companies.
•• Researched the secondaries market and analyzed against quality of funds held by the plan to estimate potential discounts to NAV that may be applicable in
an exit in the secondaries market.
•• Performed a financial analysis to estimate net present value to the plan from holding investments for different periods of time, i.e. hold for 1 additional year
and then sell, hold for 2 more years and then sell, etc. up to the required extension period for the plan.
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9
Global insurance
and investment
management firm
– Valuation Policies
and Procedures

Client Issue
The client was the investment arm of a global insurance and investment management firm. In addition to 40-Act registered funds, the Client also actively
managed investments in the alternative space, including private equity and hedge fund vehicles. In conjunction with an internal review of its process,
management of the Client was seeking to evaluate and improve its policies and procedures, particularly in the alternative investment area. This included
both the prescriptive documentation around the procedures as well as an evaluation of their valuation process for these investment classes.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was engaged to evaluate current policies and procedures in place for analysis of alternative investments the client manages. We assessed their
existing procedures against industry leading practices, and drafted revised policies and procedures where required. Asset classes covered included direct
investments in private equity, hedge funds and debt, as well as private equity and hedge fund-of-funds vehicles.
Specific Action Steps and Objectives Achieved
•• Held discussions with securities valuation group to understand the current valuation process, particularly in terms of securities where valuations were
performed in-house and where the client used pricing and evaluations provided by fund managers or external data sources or broker quotes.
•• Gained a deep understanding of the type of securities held by the funds, and also what possible types of securities the funds may hold in the future
(based on past investing history).
•• Reviewed the Client’s existing valuation policies to identify possible issues and variances from industry leading practices.
•• Requested and gathered detailed write-ups for a sample of investments in each asset class and evaluated them both holistically and relative to the current
prescribed guidance in the Client’s policies. This was used to assist the client evaluate weaknesses in the Client’s value conclusions as well as confirming that
the Client’s existing valuation review process as described in the existing valuation policy was being effectively implemented.
•• Drafted language on detailed, prescriptive guidance on valuations approaches, methods, processes, information, and other guidance for the client’s
securities valuation group’s consideration.
•• The Deloitte team was also consulted and advised on various other portions of the policies and procedures, in particular those related to: triggering events
that create the need for a fair value analysis to be performed ; process for monitoring specific events related to investments ; policies related to identification
and treatment of ‘stale’ prices; etc.
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10
Global Insurance
and Investment
Management Firm –
Valuation Methods,
Policies, and
Procedures

Client Issue
The client was the U.S. investment arm of a global Canada based insurance and investment management firm. Client manages several 40-Act registered funds
and trusts primarily linked to insurance products. In the wake of certain general SEC actions in the industry (Morgan Keegan case), the board of trustees
instructed the securities valuation group at the client to enhance and improve the valuation policies and procedures documentation. This also required
the policies documentation to contain prescriptive technical guidance related to valuation of privately held securities, debt, equity and hybrids, structured
products such as CLO, CMOs, ABSs, etc., esoteric derivatives, and other hard-to-value illiquid securities.
Scope of Engagement and Approach
Deloitte was engaged to evaluate current policies and procedures in place for analysis of alternative investments the client manage. We assessed their existing
procedures against industry leading practices, and drafted revised policies and procedures where required, with particular emphasis on pricing/valuations of
high-yield and illiquid debt securities. Other asset classes covered included direct investments in private equity, hedge funds, distressed debt and also fundof-funds vehicles.
Specific Action Steps and Objectives Achieved
•• Held discussions with securities valuation group to understand the current valuation process, particularly in terms of securities where valuations were
performed in-house and where the client used pricing and evaluations provided by outside vendors such as IDC, Markit, etc. or broker quotes.
•• Gained a deep understanding of the type of securities held by the funds, and also what possible types of securities the funds might invest in the future
(based on past investing history).
•• Requested and gathered detailed write-ups provided by the client’s pricing vendors and brokers around the valuation methodologies and processes used to
estimate prices for illiquid/thinly traded securities including structured products, various types of derivatives including swaps, futures, forward contacts, etc.
The various methodologies thus gathered were summarized in a document based on the pricing source hierarchy in use at the client.
•• Drafted language on detailed, prescriptive guidance on valuations approaches, methods, processes, information, and other guidance that the client’s
securities valuation group could need to consider in performing estimates of fair value for various privately held companies and securities that the funds
invest in from time to time including venture stage companies, companies near/in distress or bankruptcy, delisted companies, suspended stocks, etc.
Particular emphasis was placed on determination of appropriate illiquidity discounts under various circumstances.
•• The detailed prescriptive technical guidance on valuing privately held securities, and summaries of methodologies used by pricing vendors was included as
appendix to the updated valuation policies and procedures used by the client.
•• The Deloitte team was also consulted and advised on various other portions of the policies and procedures, in particular those related to : triggering
events that could create the need for a fair value analysis to be performed; process for monitoring specific events related to investments; policies related to
identification and treatment of ‘stale’ prices ; standing instructions for analysis and evaluation of foreign securities; etc.
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Credentials
Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

European Banking Regulator
Valuation Advisory

European Commercial Bank
Valuation Advisory

UK Financial Institution
Valuation Advisory

US Distressed Fund
Valuation Advisory

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Economic valuation of a stressed
European bank on behalf of the
European regulator

•• Allocation of the sale price to legal
entities being sold for the purpose
of the sale and purchase agreement
and tax returns

•• Review of a financial institution’s
valuation methodology which is
being used to determine a £12.0bn
loan portfolio wind down strategy

•• Fair value assessment of the
financial liabilities of a US Distressed
Fund drawn down to fund the
acquisition of three Irish NPL
portfolios

Date: 2017

Date: 2017

Date: 2017

Date: 2017

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

European Private Bank
Valuation Advisory

UK Commercial Bank
Valuation Advisory

Scandinavian bank
Financial Reporting/Tax

UK Commercial Bank
Valuation Advisory

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Valuation advice to assist the client
in assessing the strategic options in
relation to a European Private Bank

•• Valuation advice in relation to the
market value of investments held
by a UK bank and its property
management companies in the
context of a potential disposal

•• Valuation advice in respect of tax,
financial reporting and valuations
in relation to the value of target
companies share in a new bank

•• Valuation advice to a UK bank in its
potential acquisition of a mortgage
company with specific regard to the
fair value of the assets and liabilities
(securitisations)

Date: 2017

Date: 2017

Date: 2017

Date: 2017
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Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Global Investment Bank
Valuation Advisory

UK Commercial Bank
Valuations
Fairness Opinion

UK Distressed Fund
Valuation Advisory

UK Alternative Investment
Management
Audit Review

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Recurring valuation of senior
commercial real estate loans for
a closed-end UK debt fund

•• Public opinion of value under s.593
of the Company’s Act with respect
to a bank that went public following
separation from its parent company

•• Valuation of a UK retail bank for the
purposes of a capital injection

•• Review of the impairment and
valuation model for an alternative
investment management business

Date: 2017

Date: 2016

Date: 2016

Date: 2016

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

UK Commercial Bank
Audit Review

US Distressed Fund
Audit Review

UK Commercial Bank
Valuation Advisory

US Distressed Fund
Audit Review

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Review of the discount rates used to
assess positions in a UK commercial
bank

•• Review of the fair value of certain
investments held by this US
Distressed Fund

•• Valuation of a UK bank to assist the
Directors in their assessment of
their ongoing funding requirements

•• Review of the valuation assumptions
for an audit client’s annual fair value
assessment

Date: 2016

Date: 2016

Date: 2015

Date: 2015
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Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

European Investment Firm
Audit Review

UK Commercial Bank
Valuation Advisory

UK Alternative Investment
Management
Audit Review

UK Commercial Bank
Valuation Advisory

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Consideration of the appropriate EV/
EBITDA multiple for the investments
held by a private equity firm for
audit review purposes

•• Valuation of interests in a portfolio
of companies in the financial
services sector for the purpose of
a sale

•• Review of the valuation assumptions
for an audit client’s annual fair value
assessment

•• Valuation advice in connection with
a proposed sale of a 50% stake in a
bank to the joint venture partner

Date: 2015

Date: 2015

Date: 2015

Date: 2014

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

UK Financial Institution
Valuation Advisory

UK PE Fund
Valuation Advisory

UK Debt Purchase Business
Expert Determination

Baltics Bank
Expert Determination

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Investment appraisal advice to a
major UK non-listed housebuilder.
Evaluation of the strategic options,
valuation of the business, analysis
of potential acquirers of the UK
property market

•• Valuation of certain rights
associated with our client’s
shareholding in a boutique asset
manager

•• Expert determination under Articles
of Shares in a leading data-driven
purchaser of consumer debt in the
UK and Europe

•• Determination of Value of a bank
in the Baltics which had been
nationalised

Date: 2014

Date: 2014

Date: 2014

Date: 2014
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Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

UK Specialist Bank
Valuation Advisory

US Bank
Financial Reporting

Global Investment Bank
Expert Witness

UK Commercial Bank
Financial Reporting

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Valuation advice including a topdown assessment of the fair value
per share of a specialist bank for
the purposes of advice over the fair
price for a potential transaction

•• Estimated the fair value of various
legal entities in the investment
reporting industry as part of a global
internal restructuring of a U.S.
based bank

•• Provided expert witness and
litigation support in relation to a
global i-bank’s £ multi mn claim in a
prime brokerage trading dispute

•• Valuation of an earn out agreement
relating to the sale of certain UK
bank branches

Date: 2014

Date: 2014

Date: 2013

Date: 2013

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

UK Financial Institution
Valuation Advisory

African Central Bank
Expert Witness

Middle Eastern Commercial Bank
Valuation Advisory

UK Commercial Bank
Tax

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Advise on valuation methodologies
for assessing the valuation of group
company in an internal restructuring

•• Advice in relation to the valuation
of an African Bank for a proposed
purchased under a MOU. Valuation
of an African Bank immediately prior
to the Central Bank of the country
taking possession of the bank

•• Provided valuation advice on the
100% of a Swiss investment bank.
The work was performed to support
the potential acquisition of the
valued company

•• Valuation services in the context of
asset transfers between entities of a
banking group. Our report was used
for negotiations with the HMRC

Date: 2013

Date: 2013

Date: 2013

Date: 2013
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Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Global Investment Bank
Financial Reporting

Private Banking and Asset
Management Business
Tax

UK Valuation Advisory
Financial Institution

US Distressed Fund
Buy side Advisory

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• Impairment testing assistance under
IAS36 for one of the cash generating
units of this global i-bank

•• Valuation of an asset management
and private banking company as
part of a potential restructuring for
group governance purposes

•• Valuation advice to financial services
company in order to assist with LTIP
valuation

•• Reviewed the valuation of various
businesses in order to assess
recoverability of a loan portfolio

Date: 2013

Date: 2013

Date: 2013

Date: 2013

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Advisory

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Confidential

Middle Eastern Sovereign Wealth
Fund
Valuation Advisory

Scandinavian Bank
Expert Determination

UK Financial Institution
Valuation Advisory

European PE Fund
Creditor Advisory

Credential

Credential

Credential

Credential

•• The valuation advisory services
related to valuation of investments
and encompassed a review of
current practices and procedures
and provided other supporting
valuation services

•• Valuation of transferred assets
following wind-up of an Icelandic
bank

•• We assisted the parties of a JV (two
consumer finance companies) with
regard to a potential compromise
payment for the dissolution of the JV

•• On behalf of the creditors, reviewed
the debt and warrant positions
within a European PE Fund’s € multibillion portfolio focusing on the
underlying business, value and exit
options

Date: 2013

Date: 2012

Date: 2012

Date: 2010
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Contacts
Andrew Robinson

Jonathan Daniel

Head of Valuations Group, Corporate Finance
Partner, Economics, Valuation and Modelling
Tel: +44 20 7007 2769
Email: anrobinson@deloitte.co.uk

Head of Portfolio Valuation Services, Corporate Finance
Managing Director, Economics, Valuation and Modelling
Tel: +44 20 7007 6652
Email: jondaniel@deloitte.co.uk

Background

Background

Andrew is a commercial valuer and expert witness for disputes involving valuation matters.
He leads Deloitte’s Valuation Group in the UK and EMEA and is a member of Deloitte’s global
management executive team for valuation. Andrew also leads our Economics, Valuation and
Modelling groups’ Financial Services Industry team. His work covers banking and capital market
and asset manager clients.

Jonathan has over 30 years of banking, restructuring and advisory experience gained at a global
bank and at Deloitte.

Approximately two thirds of Andrew’s work is in a commercial context and includes advising
private equity firms, infrastructure investors and financial institutions. He also takes responsibility
for public independent valuations for regulatory purposes including requirements under The City
Code on Takeovers and Mergers, the Companies Act and the EU Cross-Border Mergers Directive.
This commercial experience allows Andrew to bring “real world” valuation experience and
expertise to his appointments.
Andrew is a Fellow Member and Councillor (the ultimate governing body) of Chartered
Accountants of Australia and New Zealand, an Associate and Corporate Finance Faculty Member
of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales, Member of the Securities Institute
and an Approved Person by the Financial Conduct Authority. Andrew is also a member (with
a focussing on intangible asset financial reporting) of the Financial Reporting Review Panel as
established by the Financial Reporting Council in the UK.

Prior to Deloitte, Jonathan enjoyed a long and successful career in banking, initially in Credit,
Strategy & Policy and thereafter Restructuring. Immediately prior to joining Deloitte, Jonathan
traded leveraged and distressed debt on the European secondary loan market. He has
undertaken restructurings and distressed M&A assignments in Europe, Asia and the US.
Jonathan has advised banking, private equity and government clients for Deloitte across all
of Europe, CIS, Asia and into Africa. He recently established a Deloitte Portfolio Lead Advisory
Services team in Japan and prior to that Central and Eastern Europe. He has spoken at
conferences in Bangkok, Bucharest, Madrid, Manila, Milan, Prague, Singapore, Vienna, Venice
as well as London, regarding loan portfolios and the market. He has written numerous thought
leadership papers some of which have featured in Wall Street Journal, New York Times, Nikkei, FT
and various Chinese publications.
He now leads Deloitte’s Portfolio Valuation Services team responsible for advising banks, private
equity and fund managers.
Jonathan is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants for England and Wales, a Chartered
Banker, member of the Securities & Investment Institute and has a BA (Hons) 2.1 in Financial
Services.

Specific relevant experience includes:
•• Valued Kaupthing, Glitnir and Landsbanki in 2009 on behalf of the Ministry of Finance.
•• Fair value analysis on several debt and equity facilities originated by a client to fund their Irish
NPL acquisitions.
•• Advised a UK FI on certain valuation methodology assumptions relating to a £11bn loan
portfolio.
•• Fair value analysis on the loan assets and securitisation liabilities of a target mortgage company
for the potential acquirer.
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George Psarianos

James Brighton

National Leader of Portfolio Valuation Services, New York
Managing Director
Tel: +1-732-771-3319
Email: gpsarianos@deloitte.com

Head of Analytics and Modelling, Banking & Capital Markets
Partner
Tel: +44 20 7303 6333
Email: jambrighton@deloitte.co.uk

Background

Background

Mr. Psarianos is a Managing Director and the National Portfolio Services Leader in the Valuation
Services Practice of Deloitte Advisory in New York. George has over 16 years of experience in
the valuation profession with a particular expertise in the valuations of business enterprises,
including private and publicly traded equity, debt securities, loan portfolios, tangible assets and
intangible corporate assets. George has performed valuations of businesses, both domestic
and international, ranging in size from small, closely held businesses to divisions of Fortune 500
companies. He has performed these appraisals in connection with financial reporting, strategic
planning, mergers and acquisitions, corporate restructurings, division spin-offs, estate planning,
and tax planning. He has also assisted clients with their assessment of performance calculations
as part of internal compliance requirements.

James is a Partner in the UK Financial Services practice. He has over 12 years’ experience in the
field of Structured Finance and Loan Analysis and he currently leads the Analytics and Modelling
practise within Banking and Capital Markets.

Mr. Psarianos has experience in serving national and multinational clients in a broad range of
industries, with a concentration in the financial institution sector. He has significant experience
serving financial services firms, including advising and performing analyses for asset managers,
commercial banks, broker/dealers, mortgage banks, and consumer finance companies.
Mr. Psarianos also works with clients within the asset management space where he provides
consulting on valuation process, valuation of illiquid assets, assists in developing policies and
procedures, analyzing client-provided value estimates for various investment classes (e.g., equity,
debt, loan portfolios, warrants, etc.) for both financial reporting and due diligence purposes.

Education
•• Seton Hall University, W. Paul Stillman School of Business: M.B.A. in Finance
•• Stevens Institute of Technology: Bachelor of Engineering in Chemical Engineering
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His experience includes detailed modelling and stratification on ABS structure origination;
model review/validation work with tier 1 and 2 banks, unwinding of structured products, asset
management under receivership, cash flow simulations and scenario analysis on a range of asset
types.
He has acted as the Lead Advisor for Loan Portfolio management, analytics and indicative pricing
in Deloitte’s work for UK and European financial institutions, to support decisions around sales
and funding strategy.

Specific relevant experience:
•• UK Securitisation Transactions – James is in charge of the modelling team that provide structure
advise and model services to over 70% of the Public Securitisations in the last 24 months.
•• UK Bank – Lead a significant re-dress piece on a securitisation, where incorrect payments had
been distributed to noteholders. This work includes reviewing all deal documentation, building
a model, and calculation the correct amounts to be distributed.
•• Irish Bank – Packaging and sale of sub-portfolios of loans from the broader pool of Irish Loans
under review, including Commercial Real estate loan portfolio, Residential Mortgage loan
portfolio and SME secured loan portfolio.
•• UK Bank – Packaging and sale of sub-portfolios of loans from the broader pool of Loans under
review, including Commercial Real estate loan portfolio and Asset Finance loan portfolio.
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Philip Parnell

David Edmonds

Valuation Assurance and Professional Advisory
Partner
Tel: +44 207 303 3898
Email: pparnell@deloitte.co.uk

Global Head of Portfolio Lead Advisory Services
Partner
Tel: +44 20 7303 2935
Email: dedmonds@deloitte.co.uk

Background

Background

Philip leads Deloitte UK’s real estate valuation business UK and is a member of Deloitte’s crossborder EMEA Valuation team. He engages across a broad spectrum of valuation projects, advising
clients on both traditional valuation and appraisal situations including accounts, loan advisory and
transaction DD. He has built a strong track record in providing valuation insight on a range of wider
multi-disciplinary advisory propositions including pan-EMEA Purchase Price Allocations, M&A buy/
sell-side projects, assurance and audit support projects.

David heads Deloitte’s global Portfolio Lead Advisory Services practice, focused on financial
institution balance sheet deleveraging strategy and execution, through portfolio sales and
management.

Philip is a regular contributor to valuation profession debates. He has also played a significant role
in raising awareness of the impact of Sustainability issues on the Valuation profession and values
being reported, chairing and participating in working groups for the RICS, Investment Property
Forum and the UK Government.

Specific relevant experience:
•• Portfolio Valuations – Responsible for many of the Firm’s past and current key engagements,
including The Goldsmith’s Company, Bank of England, Gatwick Airport, Manchester Airport
Group, Gatehouse Bank, BMO Asset Management.
•• Audit Support – Subject Matter Expertise input to a wide variety of major audit engagements
across the FS, RE and Corporate sectors.
•• Major UK High Street Bank – Provided valuation of underlying real estate interest in connection
with an Independent Business Review of a specialist healthcare real estate company.
•• LLDC – Regulatory approval reports in respect of the value of the leases to be granted as part of
the creation of the Culture and Education Quarter within the Olympic Park.
•• Project Hermes – M&A bid support involving a substantial mixed use ‘distressed’ portfolio of
assets located throughout Portugal.
•• Confidential Major Investment House – Partner responsible for the real estate valuation insight
provided throughout the UK and Western Europe as part of a Deloitte assurance role.

David has over 29 years financial services experience, with the majority specialising in the
acquisition, sale and management of debt portfolios. Before joining Deloitte, he headed the
European principal debt investment group of a private equity owned bank, acquiring and
managing debt portfolios across the region.
Prior to his principal investment role he was the global leader of the distressed debt advisory
business of another Big Four firm.

Specific relevant experience includes:
•• He has acted as lead advisor to both domestic and multinational financial institutions in the
sale and acquisition of debt portfolios in virtually all regions of the world and has participated
in hundreds of portfolio transactions across the full range of debt classes, from corporate/
commercial loans through to all forms of consumer secured and unsecured debt.
•• More recently, David has assisted a number of European Banks in developing and executing
deleveraging and asset wind down plans either as part of capital optimisation programmes or
under EU/European Banking Authority commitments.
•• As both an advisor and as a principal investor, David brings a unique perspective to loan
portfolio sales and acquisitions.
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Philip Rees

Alexandre Tresgallo Pardo

Partner, Economics, Valuation and Modelling
Tel: +44 20 7007 3606
Email: prees@deloitte.co.uk

Director, Economics, Valuation and Modelling
Tel: +44 20 303 5381
Email: altresgallopardo@deloitte.co.uk

Background

Background

Phil Rees is a partner in the Valuation Group of Deloitte’s UK Corporate Finance practice and has
over 10 years of direct valuation experience. He, and the Deloitte valuation group, advises on all
aspects of valuing businesses, income generating assets, listed and unlisted securities, intellectual
property and intangible assets, globally. Phil has provided valuation advice and opinions in
a variety of contexts including mergers and acquisitions, corporate restructuring, regulatory
compliance, financial reporting, tax, expert determination and dispute resolution.

Alexandre is a Director in Deloitte’s London Corporate Finance practice and is a member of the
specialist Valuation team which advises on all aspects of valuing businesses, companies, listed
and unlisted securities, intellectual property and intangible assets both in the UK and abroad in
a variety of contexts including reorganisation, mergers and acquisitions, regulatory compliance,
financial reporting, expert determination and dispute resolution.

Specific relevant experience includes:

•• Valuation partner on numerous infrastructure assets for fund reporting and monitoring
purposes;
•• Valuation advice to a potential acquirer of North Sea Oil & Gas fields;
•• Valuation and business advice to two private house building businesses as part of major
strategic reviews;
•• Advice on the fair open market value of a number of business entities in a large communications
group, in the context of a group reconstruction; and
•• Valuation of the intangible assets that existed in a UK telecommunications company prior to its
acquisition by a major global telecommunications company.
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Alexandre has over 12 years’ of professional valuation experience and has covered the whole
spectrum of the infrastructure sector including airports and ports, regulated energy, gas and
water assets, telecom assets, and PPP assets such as hospitals, schools and roads.
Alexandre joined the London Valuation team from Deloitte’s Italy valuation team in Rome and has
matured international experiences also in Spain and The Netherlands.

Specific relevant experience:
•• Valuation and advisory work of renewable energy operators in the UK and Europe;
•• Valuation of major electricity distribution company in the UK;
•• Valuation of numerous water assets in the UK;
•• Valuation of Italian Electricity network operator for organizational restructuring purposes;
•• Recurring valuation for an airport operator in Australia;
•• Audit valuation support relating infrastructure assets in UK and Europe.
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Sample Scope 1. Valuation and impairment determinations
A portfolio of fixed income and equities covering from thinly traded corporate securities to public
and various private credits. Client seeks independent valuations or impairment determinaton.

Information Supplied By Client

•• Public securities: cusips and other conforming details (i.e. borrower name, maturity date)
•• Private securities: financial and legal documentation relevant to the security

Valuation Determination

•• Analyze factors such as counterparty risk, legal structure, and financial results
•• Examine trade data (i.e. recent trading pattern, depth of the market) or deploy proprietary relative value analysis (i.e. relationship to other sector
competition yields and benchmarks/indices) depending on security trading and liquidity

Impairment Determination

•• Highlight current or future potential losses, potentially not shown in a valuation
•• Use of analytics (cash flow modelling) to assess loss timing and probability
•• Regression analysis of both macro and micro factors inform stress case scenarios that generate the output used for the impairment calculation

Deliverables Tailored To
Client Requirements

•• Single point valuations vs. impairment determinations
•• Detailed security analytics (i.e. short form credit tear sheets and long form analytics), sector studies, portfolio analyses, and risk mitigation
measures
•• Supporting cash flows and regression output

Factors Affecting Timing

•• Use and nature of analysis (i.e. internal marks vs. financial reporting, valuations vs. impairments, single point vs. long form analytics)
•• The size, composition, and credit quality of the portfolio
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Sample Scope 2. Real asset return benchmarking

Client seeks for Deloitte to provide benchmarking for purposes of evaluating current investment
manager performance and establishing a range of projected future investment returns.

Information Supplied By Client

Benchmark Determination
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•• Client or Deloitte determines securities buckets
•• Client provides performance details at security and/or sector level

•• Establish bucket criteria (i.e. stock, domestic stock, auto industry, parts supplier)
•• Identify performance benchmarks mapping closely to client’s portfolio, and conduct statistical analysis of returns

Deliverables Tailored To
Client Requirements

•• Benchmarks that best fit, both on a statistical and risk adjusted basis
•• Benchmarks that correlate with historical portfolio and real asset returns
•• A range of future investment returns under various macro economic scenarios
•• Manager assessments based on performance and benchmark returns

Factors Affecting Timing

•• Scope of benchmarking engagement (i.e. client provided buckets vs. Deloitte selection, quantity of buckets and complexity of the investment
portfolio)
•• Purpose of assessment (i.e. real asset return forecast, assessment of existing manager performance relative to benchmarks, new manager
selection process)
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Sample Scope 3. Portfolio Assessments

Client asks Deloitte to validate the operation and output of its VaR model, provide
recommendations and improve the model inputs.

Information Supplied By Client

Model Determination

•• VaR model for Deloitte team to review
•• Portfolio investment details, historical prices, and assumptions utilized in the model

•• Deloitte independently runs its own VaR model to assess variance with client’s model
•• Variances between the models are investigated to ascertain the source of discrepancies depending on the tolerances agreed to by the client

Deliverables Tailored To
Client Requirements

•• Recommendations to improve model construction and operation
•• Modifications to assumptions including liquidity and bid-ask spread by asset class
•• Process enhancements to incorporate updated factors on an ongoing basis

Factors Affecting Timing

•• Validation vs. model construction
•• Range of asset classes and degree of structural complexity (i.e. exchange traded equities vs. structured securities)
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Notes
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This publication has been written in general terms and we recommend that you obtain professional advice before
acting or refraining from action on any of the contents of this publication. Deloitte LLP accepts no liability for any loss
occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in this publication.
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